Advanced Energy Works

Advanced Energy Works is a movement of advanced energy workers and supporters to make advanced energy grow, create millions of jobs, and strengthen our economy in communities across America. Visit advancedenergyworks.org / Twitter / LinkedIn

Jason Novack has worked for Sunnova for nearly a year, but has worked in the electrical industry for approximately 19 years – assisting with the renewable revolution for the past eight.

While serving in the United States Navy, Jason started his electrical apprenticeship program and continued in the trades as the electrical industry evolved to incorporate new technologies and services. After the military, Jason joined a union, IBEW Local 569, in San Diego and started working at large-scale, commercial-scale solar photovoltaic (PV) power plants.

His path eventually led back to the Middle East. In Iraq and Afghanistan, Jason did contract work as an electrician and solar consultant. He also worked on hybrid solar plants in Afghanistan in support of CJSOTF Army.

After returning to the states, Jason started his own company and ran it until 2015 when he decided to join the Sunnova team. After looking at where the industry was going, Jason realized that working for Sunnova would offer a platform to work on something bigger than himself. “When we succeed in this industry, it changes our world, our outlook and our energy future for generations to come,” he said.

“[I consider myself] blessed to work within the energy field. One of my many joys are the day-to-day challenges that come from a new industry. Besides the good pay and providing a needed customer service, the work is stable, reliable, and the sky’s the limit for growth opportunity.”

— Jason Novack, Sunnova